
ESL ESSAY EVALUATION RUBRIC

This essay writing rubric has been created especially for ESL classes and learners to help with appropriate scoring for
longer structures.

Use of complex sentence structure is limited. Fail 1 Content: The student may address one of the questions in
the prompt but answers vaguely or briefly. Organization: The order of ideas is confusing and details and
examples are not used or are not supportive. However, there is little structural support in the following
sentences. Body Body is muddled. NA Composition may be an entirely different topic or may reflect
memorization or copying. Next, assign students to write the essay, reminding them of the criteria and your
expectations for the assignment. Some attempts at complex sentence structure are successful. Good Closing
paragraph is missing one or more of the following: topic, points for discussion, formatting, closing sentence
Great Closing paragraph follows the criteria of reintroducing topic sentence, points for discussion and
formatting, closing sentence is there. Vocabulary: Vocabulary is somewhat limited or repetitive and not be
used correctly. However, reader's understanding is not impeded by these errors. Writing includes a number of
errors in grammar, spelling and punctuation which, at times, hinders reader's understanding. The most
straightforward evaluation uses a four-point scale for each of the criteria. Concluding sentence is present at the
end of each paragraph. Not clear which audience is intended for this writing. The essay should have good
grammar and show the right level of vocabulary. After all, with essay writing you cannot simply mark some
answers correct and others incorrect and figure out a percentage. Conclusion Although there is a concluding
paragraph, there is no structure. You may choose to grade on the type of essay they have written and whether
your students have followed the specific direction you gave. Closing paragraph concludes essay in satisfactory
manner. It lists each of the grading criteria separately and defines the different performance levels within those
criteria. Demonstrates a limited understanding of audience, and generally uses appropriate, if simple,
vocabulary and language. Conclusion is weak and at times confusing in terms of author's position with little
reference to main idea or thesis. Some sentences are well constructed, while others contain serious errors.
Grade Grammar and Mechanics Grade "F" Essay shows no logical sequencing of ideas; unclear or limited
development; little or no sentence variety. Fair Student has five paragraphs, but topic sentences are not clear.
It should be organized, and the content should be appropriate and effective. Linking language is almost never
or never used. Each paragraph has a topic sentence and good details. Organization: Adequate paragraphing
that is mostly clear and logical with sufficient use of details and examples. However, mistakes in exact
phrasing or usage of linking language is evident. However, the following support sentences are not
necessarily, or only vaguely connected to the body paragraphs. Examples and evidence is weak or nonexistent.


